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A new method of quantifying errors of remotely-sensed AGB was proposed. 

Errors in the whole workflow of AGB mapping were considered. 

Models need to consider errors related to residuals, parameters, and predictors. 

AGB errors will be underestimated if ignoring plot-level AGB uncertainty. 

Lidar-based AGB prediction error is large over African tropical forests. 
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Abstract: 15 

Quantifying the uncertainty of the aboveground biomass (AGB) and carbon (C) stock is crucial 16 

for understanding the global C cycle and implementing the United Nations Program on Reducing 17 

Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (UN-REDD). The uncertainty analysis of 18 

remotely-sensed AGB is tricky because, if validation plots or cross-validation are used for error 19 

assessment, the AGB of validation plots does not necessarily represent the actual measurements 20 

but estimates of the true AGB. Leveraging a recently published pan-tropical destructively 21 

measured tree AGB database, this study proposed a new method of characterizing the uncertainty 22 

of the remotely-sensed AGB. The method propagates errors from tree- to landscape-level by 23 

considering errors in the whole workflow of AGB mapping process, including allometric model 24 

development, tree measurements, tree-level AGB prediction, plot-level AGB estimation, plot-25 

level remote-sensing-based biomass model development, remote sensing feature extraction, and 26 

pixel-level AGB prediction. Applying such a method to the tree AGB mapped using airborne 27 

lidar over tropical forests in Ghana, we found that the AGB prediction error is over 20% at 1 ha 28 

spatial resolution, larger than the results reported in previous studies for other tropical forests. 29 

The discrepancy between our studies and other reflects not only our focus on African tropical 30 

forests but also the methodological differences in error analysis. This study also highlights the 31 

importance of considering the plot-level AGB estimate uncertainty when field plots are used to 32 

calibrate remote sensing based biomass models.  33 

Keywords: Uncertainty, error, aboveground biomass, carbon, lidar, tropical forests  34 
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1. Introduction 35 

Tropical forests contain ~50% of the aboveground carbon (C) in global vegetation (Hunter et al., 36 

2013; Fischer et al., 2014), account for ~33% of terrestrial net primary productivity (Bonan 37 

2008), and play a crucial role in global C cycle and climate change (Bonan 2008; Lewis et al., 38 

2009; Bagley et al., 2014; Grace et al., 2014). Tropical forests have also been experiencing 39 

intense pressure from land use changes such as deforestation and degradation (Cochrane 2003; 40 

Fearnside and Laurance 2004; Asner et al., 2009; Berenguer et al., 2014; Hernández-Stefanoni et 41 

al., 2014). However, substantial uncertainty remains in estimating tropical forest C emissions 42 

from those human activities (Clark et al., 2011). Because land use change is a patchy process 43 

(Ometto et al., 2014), accurately mapping the spatial distribution of tropical C stock and its 44 

dynamics is vital to reduce such uncertainty (Houghton et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2011; Aguiar et 45 

al., 2012; Achard et al., 2014). Remote sensing is a promising technology to achieve this goal 46 

with its ability of providing synoptic view of the whole study area (DeFries et al., 2007; Gibbs et 47 

al., 2007; Clark et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2012; Baccini et al., 2012; Chen, 2013; Asner et al., 2013). 48 

Considerable efforts have been devoted to map tropical forest biomass at the landscape (e.g., 49 

Dubayah et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2011; Mascaro et al., 2011; Asner et al., 2012a, 2012c; 50 

d'Oliveira et al., 2012; Kronseder et al., 2012; Ioki et al., 2014; Vaglio Laurin et al., 2014), 51 

national (Asner et al., 2012b; Asner et al., 2013), continental (Goetz et al., 2009; Baccini et al., 52 

2008), and even cross-continental (Saatchi et al., 2011; Baccini et al., 2012) scales using remote 53 

sensing technology. However, accompanying with the sheer number of biomass mapping studies 54 

is the substantial variations among the various estimates of biomass and C stock (Houghton et al., 55 
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2001; Mitchard et al., 2013; Ometto et al., 2014), which makes it difficult to choose a product for 56 

making forest management decision in mitigating the impacts of climate change. 57 

Central to understanding the quality of remotely sensed biomass and C maps is to quantify the 58 

uncertainty of the estimated biomass from remote sensing based models (Wang et al., 2009; Lu 59 

et al., 2012). Root mean square errors (RMSE) is the most common statistic to characterize the 60 

error of remote sensing based biomass models (Zolkos et al., 2013) and it is calculated by 61 

comparing model prediction to "true" biomass over a sample of forest plots. One of the key 62 

distinctions of mapping biomass, compared to mapping many other vegetation attributes such as 63 

tree height and basal area, is that the ground truth biomass for calibrating a remote sensing model 64 

has rarely been directly measured (Clark and Kellner, 2012). Instead, it is estimated using 65 

allometric models with other tree- and site-level attributes, such as DBH (diameter at breast 66 

height), tree height and wood density, as predictors. Both the allometric model and tree attributes 67 

could have errors, which can be propagated to the plot-level biomass estimates and thus affect 68 

the uncertainty of the biomass estimation from a remote sensing-based model. Only a few studies 69 

(e.g., Gonzalez et al., 2010) have considered the uncertainty in plot-level biomass estimates in 70 

their biomass modeling.  71 

Remotely-sensed biomass mapping involves the combined use of two types of models: 1) 72 

allometric models for estimating tree- and plot-level biomass using tree attributes such as DBH, 73 

tree height, and wood density, 2) models for predicting plot-level biomass using remote sensing 74 

derived variables. Both models have parameters, the errors of which could lead to errors in 75 

biomass estimation. The omission of model parameter errors will underestimate the biomass 76 
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prediction errors (Yanai et al., 2010). Unfortunately, the impacts of model parameter errors on 77 

biomass prediction have rarely been examined in the literature.  78 

The main goal of this study is to develop a methodology to map the uncertainty of tree 79 

aboveground biomass (AGB) using airborne lidar over western African tropical forests in Ghana. 80 

The uncertainty estimate will consider errors in the whole process of upscaling biomass from tree 81 

to plot and landscape levels with a coordinated use of field measurements, allometric models, 82 

lidar data, and statistical modeling. In particular, this study addresses these questions: 1) what the 83 

errors associated with allometric models and lidar-based biomass models are, 2) how the errors 84 

of tree measurements collected in a forest plot will be propagated to the biomass estimates at the 85 

tree- and plot-level when an allometric model is used to predict biomass, 3) how the errors in 86 

lidar metrics will be propagated to AGB prediction, 4) how the plot-level AGB errors affect the 87 

lidar-biomass AGB modeling and prediction errors, and 5) what the major error sources in AGB 88 

prediction at the tree- and pixel-level are.  89 

2. Study area and data 90 

2.1. Study area 91 

Our study area transverses transects along a ~100 km latitudinal gradient in Southwest Ghana 92 

close to the border with Ivory Coast (Fig. 1). These transects are along the orbits of ICESat and 93 

were mapped with airborne lidar with width of ~250 m to 750 m. The first group of transects are 94 

located in the Bia Conservation Area that comprises of Bia National Park (BNP, northern part) 95 

and Bia Resource Reserve (BRR, southern part). The area covers the transition between two of 96 

Ghana's forest types, Moist Evergreen forest in the south and Moist Semi-deciduous forests in 97 
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the north (Hall and Swaine 1981). BRR was logged in 1980-90, and possibly even after; it can be 98 

impacted by natural (fire, elephants’ damages) and illegal human-related disturbance. BNP has a 99 

better protection status and no logging records, but fires, elephants’ damages and illegal access 100 

could occur.  101 

The second group of transects is located in the Dadieso Forest Reserve (DFR), which lies south 102 

of the Bia Conservation Area but north of Boin river Forest Reserve and Disue Forest Reserve. 103 

The vegetation of the reserve is transitional between Moist Evergreen and Wet Evergreen types. 104 

DFR was illegally logged and surrounded by communities and coffee farms; furthermore it has 105 

swampier characteristics, and flooding can represent a frequent natural disturbance. 106 

2.2. Field measurements 107 

Along the ICESat orbits, the field plots were set up at the footprints of GLAS laser shots with the 108 

goal of upscaling biomass from local to regional scale. The GLAS waveforms were first 109 

screened to exclude the shots that are saturated or contaminated by clouds (Chen, 2010). So, the 110 

plots can be considered as a quasi-transect sample of the forests. 111 

The field plots have a square shape of 40 m by 40 m. For each plot, diameter at breast height 112 

(DBH), height (H), and species information was collected for all trees having DBH>20 cm. For 113 

trees with DBH in the 10-20 cm range, the same information was collected in subplots of 400 m
2
. 114 

Wood density was estimated using Chave et al. (2009). We used a total of 36 field plots in our 115 

analysis (13 in BNP, 3 in BRR, and 20 in DFR).  116 

2.3. Airborne lidar data 117 
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The study area was surveyed by an airborne campaign in March 2012 over pre-defined flight 118 

lines covering the field plots, using a Pilatus PC-6 Porter aircraft equipped with lidar and 119 

hyperspectral sensors and a digital camera for aerial photographs. The lidar sensor ALTM 120 

GEMINI (Optech Ltd.), characterized by a 1064 nm laser wavelength and able to record up to 4 121 

range measurements, was operated between 650 and 850 m above ground level. The minimum 122 

laser density was set to 11 points/m
2
. The lidar dataset was delivered as a point cloud of discrete 123 

returns, preprocessed in Terrascan (Terrasolid) software and adopted the Applanix IN-Fusion™ 124 

PPP Inertially-Aided Precise Point Positioning (IAPPP) to cope with the of absence of GPS base 125 

stations in the region. Positional error in x, y, z was lower than 0.27 m.  126 

The raw all-returns point cloud was processed using the Toolbox for Lidar Data Filtering and 127 

Forest Studies (TIFFS) (Chen, 2007) to derive a range of metrics for AGB estimation from each 128 

plot, including: mean height, quadratic mean height, standard deviation height, height bins at 5 m 129 

intervals and 10% percentile heights. TIFFS used the ground returns identified by the data 130 

provider to generate a DTM (Digital Terrain Model) and calculated the relative height above 131 

terrain of each laser return by subtracting the corresponding DTM elevation from its original Z 132 

value. The lidar metrics were derived using the relative height of all laser points. We generated 133 

lidar metric maps of 40 m by 40 m cell size, equivalent to the field plot size. 134 

2.4. Pan-tropical tree AGB database 135 

Instead of using published allometric equations for estimating tree AGB, we developed an 136 

allometric model from a pan-tropical destructive tree database compiled by Chave et al. (2014) 137 

to fully characterize the tree AGB prediction errors. This database includes a total of 4004 trees 138 
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from 53 undisturbed and five secondary forest sites across tropics in Latin America, Southeast 139 

Asia, and Africa. The tree measurements include DBH, tree height, wood density, and total 140 

oven-dry AGB. This database is an improvement of the earlier compilation (Chave et al., 2005) 141 

by adding more than 30 new sites and including some sites from Feldpausch et al. (2012). The 142 

database can be downloaded from http://chave.ups-tlse.fr/pantropical_allometry.htm. We call 143 

this database Chave14 hereinafter.  144 

3. Methods 145 

In this section, we will introduce how we analyze errors for each step of biomass mapping 146 

process. 147 

3.1. Errors of tree-level AGB prediction 148 

We first developed a pan-tropical allometric model from the Chave14 tree database using an 149 

approach different from log-transformation (Chave et al., 2014). An allometric model is to 150 

predict AGB using other easily measurable tree attributes such as DBH, tree height, and wood 151 

density (denoted as x as a whole). The model is usually calibrated from a sample of trees for 152 

which AGB has been measured via destructive sampling and x has been obtained by direct 153 

measurements or estimation. A statistical model is fitted between AGB and x of the sampled 154 

trees: 155 

,( | ) ( , )tree i i tree iE AGB x f x          (1) 156 

2

, , ,var( | )tree i i tree iAGB x           (2) 157 
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where E() and var() represent the expectation and variance of a variable; 
treef  is the allometric 158 

equation with parameter   to predict tree AGB; 2

, ,tree i  is the expected variance of AGB for 159 

trees with attributes 
ix ; i is the index of a tree from the sample and it varies between 1 and 4004 160 

(the number of trees in the Chave14 tree database) in this study. Note that   and 
ix  could be 161 

scalars or vectors 
1 2[ , ,...]   and [ 1 , 2 ,...]i ix x , depending on whether the model uses multiple 162 

parameters and multiple tree attributes for biomass prediction. 163 

One issue of developing AGB allometric models is that 2

, ,tree i  often increases with tree size, 164 

implying that the assumption of homoscedasticity (constant variance across the range of biomass 165 

variation) is violated if OLS (ordinary least squares) method is used for model fitting. A simple 166 

remedy is to transform both the response variable (AGB) and predictors (x) to the logarithmic 167 

scale and then fit the model using OLS (Parresol, 1999; Basuki et al., 2009; Djomo et al., 2010; 168 

Clifford et al., 2013; Chave et al., 2014). The problem with log-transformation, however, is that 169 

the "naive" back-transformation of the log-scale AGB estimates is biased. A user has to choose 170 

among different bias correction methods (Finney, 1941; Baskerville, 1972; Sprugel, 1983; 171 

Snowdon, 1991). A more severe problem is that, if one wants to assess the impacts of model 172 

parameter   errors on AGB prediction, the log-scale parameter errors have to be converted to 173 

the original scale as well, a mathematical issue seldom addressed in the literature.  174 

To circumvent the problems with the log-transformation, we developed the allometric model 175 

using a Generalized Least Squares (GLS) based approach that can model AGB without bias and 176 

easily express AGB and model parameter errors (Brown et al., 1989).  177 
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, ,( , )tree i tree i tree iAGB f x            (3) 178 

, ( , , )tree i ig x              (4) 179 

where ,tree i  is the residual between the measured and estimated AGB for tree i; ( , , )ig x   is a 180 

function of 
ix  with parameters  and  ;   is a standard normal variable. The common forms for 181 

g are linear, proportional, or power functions of ( , )f x . By inspection of residuals of an OLS 182 

model (see Fig. 2), we used the proportional model: 183 

( , , ) ( , )i tree ig x f x             (5) 184 

Note that, since   is a standard normal variable, the standard deviation of the residuals ,tree i is:  185 

, , ( , )tree i tree if x             (6) 186 

We used the same model form as the one in Chave et al. (2014) for ( , )tree if x : 187 

22

1( , ) ( )tree i i i if x D H
            (7)  188 

where 
i , iD , and 

iH  are wood density, DBH, and tree height, respectively, for tree i in 189 

Chave14. With the choice of such a model, 1 2[ , ]    and [ , , ]i i i ix D H . The detailed steps 190 

of fitting the allometric model using GLS are described in Appendix 2. The estimated model 191 

parameters are denoted as 1 , 2 , and  .  192 
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An important distinction has to be made between the AGB estimation errors of 1) a tree from the 193 

sample for model development (i.e., from the Chave14 tree database) and 2) a new tree (i.e., not 194 

in the Chave14 database) for which AGB is to be predicted. The AGB error of the former is 195 

, ,tree i . However, the error of the latter is called tree AGB prediction error, which is always 196 

larger than , ,tree i  due to 1) errors in model parameters, and 2) errors in the measurements of tree 197 

attributes x. The prediction error is what we should be concerned about when the allometric 198 

model is applied to a new place for biomass estimation. The next two subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 199 

discuss the AGB prediction errors of the allometric model.  200 

3.1.1. Errors of AGB prediction associated with model parameters 201 

When the estimated parameter 1 and 2  are plugged into Eq. 7 to estimate the AGB of a new 202 

tree (let its x measurements be ,  ,  and  D H ):  203 

22

1( )treeAGB D H
           (8), 204 

the estimated treeAGB  is uncertain due to the errors in the estimates of parameters. The 205 

advantage of using GLS is that it can directly estimate model parameter errors. The parameter 206 

errors can be explicitly expressed in the form of variance-covariance matrix cov( , )j k  , where 207 

, [1,2]j k  for Eq. (8). The treeAGB  error caused by parameter errors is denoted as ,f tree . The 208 

formula to calculate cov( , )j k   and ,f tree  are described in Appendix 3.  209 
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Note that treeAGB  essentially represents the mean (or expectation of ) biomass of trees with the 210 

same attributes x . ,f tree characterizes the "standard error" of the mean, not the error of 211 

individual tree AGB. If treeAGB  is used as the AGB estimate at the individual level, its error is 212 

larger: 213 

2 2 2

, ,tree tree f tree             (9) 214 

where 2

,tree  is calculated using Eq. 6 for the new tree; 
tree  is the tree AGB prediction error of 215 

the allometric model. 
 

216 

3.1.2. Errors of AGB prediction associated with the measurements of tree attributes 217 

The 
tree  shown in Eq. 9 is derived based on the assumption that no errors exist in the 218 

measurements of new tree attributes x. In fact, tree attributes x can be measured or estimated with 219 

errors. Because both   and f  are dependent on x, the measurement errors in x will be 220 

propagated to the tree AGB estimates. We found that, when the x errors are considered, the tree 221 

AGB prediction error tree  is as follows: 222 

2
2 2 2

, , ,( 1) var( ( , )) var( )tree tree f tree tree f treef x               (10) 223 

where var( ( , ))treef x  can be solved using first-order Taylor Series expansion (Gertner et al., 224 

1995) and
,var( )f tree  can be estimated using Monte-Carlo simulation (Gonzalez et al., 2010). 225 

See Appendix 4 for the derivation of Eq. 10 and the calculation of var( ( , ))treef x . Note that 226 
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when tree measurements x  have no errors, both var( ( , ))treef x  and 
,var( )f tree  are equal to zero, 227 

making Eq. 10 equivalent to Eq. 9. We denote 
2

,( 1) var( ( , )) var( )tree f treef x     as 2

,x tree  to 228 

indicate that these components of tree AGB prediction errors are caused by errors in tree 229 

attributes x.  230 

3.2. Errors of plot-level AGB estimated using field data 231 

Eqs. 8-10 can predict tree AGB and errors for the field plots used for developing remote sensing 232 

based biomass models. The predicted plot-level AGB density plotAGB  is the sum of individual 233 

tree treeAGB  divided by the plot area: 234 

, ,

1

/
jn

plot j tree i j

i

AGB AGB s


          (11) 235 

where ,plot jAGB and js  are the AGB density and area of plot j; nj is the number of trees in plot j; 236 

,tree iAGB is calculated using Eq. 8 for tree i in plot j. 237 

The standard deviation of ,plot jAGB  is: 238 

,

2

,

1

/
j

plot j

n

tree i jAGB
i

s 


           (12)

 

239 

where tree is the tree AGB error calculated using either Eq. 9 or 10. 240 

3.3. Errors of AGB estimates from lidar-based biomass model 241 
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Using the plot-level AGB estimates ,plot jAGB  and lidar metrics (denoted as jz  for plot j), a 242 

lidar-based biomass prediction model can be developed:  243 

, ,( , )plot j plot j plot jAGB f z            (13) 244 

where   is the lidar-biomass model parameter(s); ,plot j  is the residual term of the model;   and 245 

jz  could be scalars or vectors, depending on the model form and the number of lidar metrics 246 

used as predictors; j is the index of the plots used for model development. Since we have a total 247 

of 36 field plots, j varies between 1 and 36. 248 

We chose the multiplicative power models (Chen et al., 2012; Vaglio Laurin et al., 2014) for 249 

biomass estimation:  250 

1 2

0( , ) 1 2 ... m

plot j j j jf z z z zm
           (14)  251 

where 1,  2,  ...,  and z z zm  are different lidar metrics. With such a model form, 252 

0 1 2[ , , ,..., ]m      and [ 1 , 2 ,..., ]j j j jz z z zm .      253 

We found that ,plot j shows heteroscedasticity pattern when OLS was used for model fitting. 254 

Therefore, we modeled the residuals directly:  255 

, ( , )plot j plot jkf z             (15)
 

256 

where k is a parameter,   is a standard normal variable. Correspondingly, the standard deviation 257 

of the lidar biomass model residual (i.e., ,plot j ) is:  258 
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, , ( , )plot j plot jkf z            (16)
 

259 

Eqs. 13-16 can be solved similarly using the GLS method introduced in Appendix 2. However, a 260 

key difference exists between developing tree-level allometric models and developing plot-level 261 

remote sensing based biomass model. For the tree-level allometric model, the AGB of a sampled 262 

tree is destructively measured in the field. In contrast, for the lidar-based biomass model, the 263 

AGB of a field plot is not an actual measurement but an estimate. The estimate ,plot jAGB  is 264 

different from the true plot-level AGB density ,plot jAGB . If the uncertainty of ,plot jAGB  is not 265 

considered in model fitting, the standard deviation of the model residuals (i.e., , ,plot j ) will be 266 

underestimated. To address this issue, we modified the GLS method as shown in Appendix 5. 267 

The estimated parameters are denoted as   and k .  268 

Once the lidar-based biomass model has been calibrated, Eq. 14 can be used to predict AGB 269 

density pixAGB for pixels that have equivalent areas to the field plots. As a reminder, similar to 270 

the tree-level allometric model, Eq. 14 is to predict the expected (or mean) biomass of pixels 271 

with the same lidar metrics z . This predicted mean has a standard error caused by the errors in 272 

the estimated model parameters  . We denote this error as ,f pix . 273 

When lidar metrics z  has no errors, the predicted AGB at the pixel-level has an error of: 274 

2 2 2

, ,pix pix f pix              (17) 275 
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where , pix  is calculated using Eq. 16 for the pixel; pix  is the AGB prediction error of the 276 

lidar-based biomass model for a pixel.  277 

Similar to the derivations for tree-level AGB prediction errors (see Appendix 4), we found that, 278 

when the lidar metrics z  of a pixel has errors, the error 2

pix  is: 279 

2
2 2 2

, , ,( 1) var( ( , )) var( )pix pix f pix plot f pixk f z              (18) 280 

where var( ( , ))plotf z  again can be solved using Taylor Series expansion and
,var( )f pix  can be 281 

estimated using Monte-Carlo simulation. When lidar metrics z have no errors, both 282 

var( ( , ))plotf z  and 
,var( )f pix  are equal to zeros, which implies that the above two equations are 283 

equivalent in such a situation. The sum of the last two terms of the right-hand-side of Eq. 18, 284 

2

,( 1) var( ( , )) var( )plot f pixk f z   , are caused by errors in lidar metrics z and thus are denoted as 285 

2

,z pix . 286 

3.3.1. Selection of lidar metrics for model fitting 287 

Considerable correlations exist among the individual lidar metrics. We used a two-step 288 

procedure to select the most relevant ones for biomass prediction. First, we did a log-289 

transformation of both the response and predictor variables, which turned the multiplicative 290 

power model to a linear model. Then forward stepwise regression was used to select the 291 

significant lidar metrics. The inference of the model parameters at the log-scale are not exactly 292 

the same as the one in the original scale. To avoid the exclusion of useful lidar metrics, we set 293 

the p-values for variables entering and removing from the model to be 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, 294 
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higher than the common values of 0.05 and 0.1. Second, we used the lidar metrics selected by 295 

stepwise regression to develop the multiplicative power model using nonlinear model fitting 296 

technique. The p-values of the individual variables in the multiplicative power model were 297 

checked and, any insignificant variables (p-value > 0.05) were removed and the models are 298 

refitted. The second step can be iterated until all variables are significant (Vaglio Laurin et al., 299 

2014). After the lidar metrics were selected, they were used in the GLS method for parameter 300 

estimation and error characterization (see Eqs. 13-18).  301 

3.4. Evaluating the impacts of field measurement errors and lidar metric errors 302 

The uncertainty analysis of the AGB maps derived from field measurements and remote sensing 303 

data requires information about the errors of tree attributes x  and lidar metrics z . We do not 304 

have direct measurements of these errors, so we rely on the previous studies to set up the error 305 

estimates for our analysis. Throughout the text, we refer the standard deviation of an estimate or 306 

measurements as absolute error while the standard deviation divided by the estimate or 307 

measurement mean as relative error. For wood density, we followed Chave et al. (2004) and set 308 

the relative errors to 10%. For tree height, Chave et al. (2004) used a relative error of 10%, 309 

which is higher than 7.8% of temperate forest used by Phillips et al. (2000). However, Hunter et 310 

al. (2013) found the precision of tropical tree height measurement could range from 3% to 20% 311 

of the tree height. Here, we adopted the upper limit, 20%, in our analysis. Chave et al. (2004) 312 

used a sum of two normal distributions to characterize the DBH error. We simplified this to set 313 

the relative error of DBH to be 5%, which is higher than 2-3% used in temperate forests (Phillips 314 

et al., 2000; Gonzalez et al., 2012; Ahmed et al., 2013) and considers the difficulty of measuring 315 
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DBH in tropical forests. We will introduce the errors of lidar metrics z in the next section after 316 

we have determined the remote sensing biomass model.  317 

4. Results and Discussion 318 

4.1. Errors of tree-level AGB prediction 319 

The GLS estimates of the allometric model parameters are: 1 0.0704  , 2 0.9701  , and 320 

0.3777  . Therefore, the pan-tropical allometric model for predicting tree AGB is: 321 

2 0.97010.0704( )treeAGB D H          (19) 322 

where   is wood specific gravity (unitless), D is DBH in cm, H is tree height in meter, and AGB 323 

is in kg. 324 

The equation for ,tree  is: 325 

, 0.3777tree treeAGB           (20) 326 

This indicates that the relative AGB error caused by ,tree  is 37.77%. With a database of fewer 327 

trees, Chave et al. (2004) reported a smaller relative ,tree  
error of 31.3%. The larger ,tree  here 328 

is mainly related to the difference between the Chave14 database and the one used in Chave et al. 329 

(2004).  330 
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Besides 
treeAGB  and ,tree , we also calculated the model parameter related AGB error ,f tree  and 331 

tree attributes x related AGB error ,x tree
 
for all trees (n=1191) of the 36 field plots in Ghana. The 332 

equation to calculate ,f tree  is presented as Eq. A16 in Appendix 6. We found that, when the 333 

model parameter related ,f tree  is considered in addition to ,tree , the relative AGB error 334 

increases slightly from 37.770% to 37.778%. If we consider all error sources including those 335 

related to tree attributes x, the relative error of tree AGB prediction increases from 37.8% 336 

(rounded from 37.778%) to 50.0%. This is slightly higher than the 47% value reported in Chave 337 

et al. (2004), mostly caused by an increase in our ,tree . 338 

The relative AGB prediction error caused by ,f tree  alone is very small ( , /f tree treeAGB  = 339 

0.74%), mainly because the sample size is large (n=4004) for the Chave14 tree database. As 340 

shown in Eq. A6 in Appendix 3, the variance-covariance of model parameters are inversely 341 

related to the sample size. We did simulations to reduce the sample size for model development 342 

from 4004 to 400 and 40. The results showed that the relative AGB prediction error related to 343 

,f tree
 
increases from 0.74% to 2.52% and 5.69%, respectively. Thus, using a large tree database 344 

such as Chave14 for calibrating the allometric model is valuable to reduce AGB prediction error 345 

related to model parameters. 
 

346 

For AGB prediction at the tree-level, the relative contributions of the individual error sources are: 347 

2 2

, /tree tree  = 57.586% for allometric model residuals, 2 2

, /f tree tree 
 
= 0.024% for model 348 

parameters, and 2 2

, /x tree tree 
 
= 42.39% for tree attributes x. Therefore, for our field plots in 349 
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Ghana, the AGB prediction error were mainly related to model residuals ( ,tree ) and tree 350 

attributes x ( ,x tree ). 351 

4.2. Errors of plot-level AGB estimates derived from field data 352 

The previous section shows that the tree-level AGB error is 50.0% when all error sources are 353 

considered. At the plot-level, the corresponding AGB density plotAGB
 
error reduces to 19.5%. 354 

The cause of the smaller relative AGB error at the plot level is mathematical: the plot-level AGB 355 

standard deviation 
,plot jAGB

  involves the square root of sum (Eq. 12) while AGB mean ,plot jAGB  356 

directly uses the sum in the numerator (Eq. 11). Hence, the relative error, 
,plot jAGB


 
divided by 357 

,plot jAGB , usually has a negative relationship with the number of trees within a plot (Chave et 358 

al., 2004).  359 

4.3. Errors of pixel-level AGB estimates from lidar-based biomass model 360 

Based on the feature selection method introduced in 3.3.1, the lidar-based biomass model 361 

developed from the 36 field plots in Ghana is:  362 

1.27 0.38

20 2514.55pix mean toAGB h h         (21) 363 

where hmean is the mean height of laser points; h20to25 is the proportion of laser points within 20 to 364 

25 m. The lidar metrics were calculated using all returns including those on the ground. This 365 

model was developed with the assumption of spatial independence among residuals. The 366 

experimental variogram calculated from the model residuals did not show obvious spatial 367 
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autocorrelation, which implies that the above model can be used to predict pixel-level AGB and 368 

its errors without bias (Barrett et al., 2001).  369 

The estimated k  = 0.479. Therefore, the equation for , pix  is: 370 

, 0.479pix pixAGB            (22) 371 

This means that, at the plot- or pixel-level, the relative AGB prediction error due to lidar-372 

biomass model residuals is 47.9%.  373 

Using the 40 m maps of lidar metrics hmean and h20to25, we produced maps of pixAGB  and , pix  374 

of the same spatial resolution. Besides, we calculated the pixel-level model parameter related 375 

AGB error ,f pix
 
and lidar metrics related AGB error ,z pix (Fig. 3). The equations for these two 376 

errors are not given, but one can derive them following the examples in Appendix 3 and 4. We 377 

calculated ,z pix
 
by assuming the relative errors of both hmean and h20to25 to be 10%. The errors in 378 

lidar metrics are mainly caused by extracting ground elevation from laser points. Asner et al. 379 

(2012b) used an error estimate of 5% for lidar height metrics. We set the error estimate 380 

arbitrarily higher, simply for the purpose of testing how much AGB prediction errors can be 381 

caused by lidar metrics errors in a worse scenario.  382 

We found that the relative AGB prediction error caused by ,f pix
 
and ,z pix  are 16.2% and 383 

16.0%, respectively ( ,f pix / pixAGB =16.2%, ,z pix / pixAGB  =16.0%). Recall that if only , pix  
is 384 

considered, the relative AGB prediction error is 47.9%. When both , pix  
and ,f pix

 
were 385 
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considered, the error increases to 51.7%. If we further considered lidar metric related AGB errors 386 

,z pix , the total relative AGB prediction error increased to 54.1%.  387 

The contributions of individual error sources at the pixel level are: 2 2

, / 80.541%pix pix    for 388 

lidar-biomass model residuals, 2 2

, / 10.644%f pix pix    for model parameters, and389 

2 2

, / 8.814%z pix pix    for lidar metrics z. So, when the lidar-biomass model was applied to the 390 

study area, the dominant error source is the AGB error related to model residuals (i.e., , pix ). 391 

Note that the error related to model parameters, ,f pix , is no more negligible as in the tree 392 

allometric model. This is because the sample size for developing the lidar-biomass model (n=36) 393 

is much smaller than the sample size for developing the allometric model (n=4004).  394 

4.4. Analysis of the remotely sensed AGB prediction errors 395 

When all the error sources are considered, the previous section indicated that the relative AGB 396 

prediction error at the pixel-level, pix / pixAGB , is 54.1%, which seems high. Next, we discuss 397 

different error sources and see whether the pixel-level relative AGB prediction error can be 398 

reduced and, if yes, how.  399 

First, the large pixel-level AGB errors are partially caused by the fact that we considered the 400 

errors in measuring or estimating tree attributes x and the lidar metrics z of field plots. If we 401 

assume that tree attributes were measured without errors, the pixel-level relative AGB prediction 402 

error reduces from 54.1% to 51.9%. If we further assume the lidar metrics are error-free as well, 403 

the AGB error reduces to 49.4%. Overall, the errors in tree measurements and lidar metrics 404 
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contributed only a small portion of the total errors, especially considering that we intentionally 405 

set the errors in tree measurements and lidar metrics larger than those from most previous studies. 406 

Therefore, it is unlikely that improving the tree measurements and lidar data processing skills 407 

upon the state-of-the-art will dramatically reduce the pixel-level AGB relative error.  408 

Second, the allometric model could be a potential problem. The allometric model used in this 409 

study was developed from the pan-tropical tree database, but it was applied locally to our study 410 

site in Ghana. Compared to a local allometric model that represents the true relationship between 411 

AGB and tree attributes x in our study site, the pan-tropical model could be biased (which means 412 

an allometric model different from Eq. 19) or have different precision (i.e., tree ) for tree AGB 413 

prediction.  414 

Although we do not have access to a "true" local allometric model, we can indirectly assess the 415 

impacts of allometric models on the AGB prediction errors by changing the pan-tropical 416 

allometric model itself. We randomly drew a sample of 100 trees (~2.5% of all 4004 trees) from 417 

the Chave14 tree database, developed an allometric model from the sampled trees with the same 418 

model form as Eq. 7, used the allometric model to predict biomass for our field plots in Ghana, 419 

developed a lidar-based biomass model, and finally mapped the pixel-level AGB and errors. We 420 

repeated this randomized process for 100 times. In the situation of assuming that both tree 421 

attributes and lidar metrics for the field plots in Ghana have no errors, the pixel-level relative 422 

AGB error is 49.5% on average, which is close to 49.4%, the results corresponding to the case of 423 

developing an allometric model using the whole pan-tropical database. The variation of AGB 424 

errors among these simulations is small (standard deviation: 1.3%; minimum: 46.3%; maximum: 425 
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52.3%). These results suggest that replacing the pan-tropical allometric model with a local 426 

allometric model is unlikely to substantially change the pixel-level relative AGB prediction error.  427 

We have to emphasize that the simulations conducted above were based on fitting allometric 428 

models with the same model form (i.e., Eq. 7). If different model forms were used (e.g., Brown 429 

1997), the results could be different. Eq. 7 incorporates three major tree attributes for biomass 430 

prediction: wood density, DBH, and tree height. The model is biologically meaningful because 431 

the latter two characterize the wood volume, which can be converted to wood biomass when 432 

combined with wood density. Chave et al. (2014) demonstrated that the omission of tree height 433 

from the AGB predictors led to worse model fitting. It is possible that adding other tree attributes 434 

(e.g., crown depth and crown size) as predictors might lead to better allometric model fitting and 435 

smaller tree . However, such tree attributes are not readily available over large spatial scales. Eq. 436 

7 is among the best, if not the best, in terms of performance and feasibility, so we do not expect 437 

that much room exists to reduce the pixel-level AGB prediction errors by changing the model 438 

form of Eq. 7.  439 

Another error source is the lidar-biomass model parameter related error ,f pix . As indicated in 440 

Eq. A6 of Appendix 3, ,f pix  is inversely related to the number of field plots. Recall that the 441 

pixel-level AGB relative error is 49.4% if no errors exist in tree measurements and lidar metrics. 442 

We created bootstrap samples from the 36 field plots and found that the error reduces slightly 443 

from 49.4% to 47.3%, 46.7%, and 46.6% when bootstrap sample sizes of field plots are 100, 200, 444 

and 500, respectively. Thus, collecting a large number of field plots does not have a large impact 445 

on ,f pix  either.  446 
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The last remaining major error is , pix , which contributes about 80% of the total pixel-level 447 

AGB prediction error ( 2 2

, / 80.541%pix pix   ). The corresponding relative AGB prediction 448 

error, , pix / pixAGB , is equal to 47.9%. , pix / pixAGB  is also known as the relative RMSE when 449 

RMSE is calculated using calibration plots instead of separate validation or test plots (Zolkos et 450 

al., 2013). Asner et al. (2014) published a database of 754 field plots from Colombia, Hawaii, 451 

Madagascar, and Panama, and Peru. We fitted a simple power model to predict AGB for the 452 

plots from Madagascar because of its geographic proximity to our study site. The calculated 453 

relative RMSE is 43.6%, which is similar to our estimate of 47.9%. In a separate study we did in 454 

Sierra Leone (Vaglio Laurin et al., 2014), the relative RMSE is 42.2%. These datasets in Africa 455 

(Sierra Leone, Ghana, and Madagascar) suggest that the lidar-biomass models had relative 456 

RMSEs of 40-50%, which are among the highest compared to the relative RMSEs reported for 457 

other tropical forests (Zolkos et al., 2013). However, the number of studies of using lidar for 458 

biomass mapping in Africa is still limited. It is unclear whether in general it is more difficult to 459 

use lidar for mapping AGB of African tropical forests compared to other tropical forests and, if 460 

yes, what factors have caused the large model residuals (i.e., large , pix  values). 461 

One way to reduce , pix  is to use larger field plots. It is well known that larger plot size can 462 

alleviate the "edge effects" of field plots and improve the model fitting (Asner et al., 2010, Frazer 463 

et al., 2011; Mascaro et al., 2011, Zolkos et al., 2013, Asner and Mascaro, 2014). Asner et al. 464 

(2010) and Mascaro et al. (2011) proposed that the lidar-biomass modeling error, , pix , is 465 

inversely related to the square root of plot area. Using such a relationship, the relative AGB 466 

prediction error associated with , pix  
can reduce from 47.9% to 27.1% and 19.2% if we increase 467 
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our plot size from 0.16 ha to 0.5 ha and 1 ha, respectively. Of course, these results were derived 468 

based on their equation, not based on actual data because we did not measure the individual tree 469 

locations using GPS and cannot change our field plot size for analysis.  470 

Another way that can reduce the overall AGB prediction error is to aggregate the 40-m AGB 471 

pixels to coarser resolutions:  472 
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474 

where , ,pix c jAGB is the AGB for pixel j at a coarser spatial resolution, ,pix iAGB  and 2

,pix i  are the 475 

predicted AGB density and error for pixel i at the original 40 m cell size, nk refers to the number 476 

of 40 m pixels included in a coarser pixel. We aggregated AGB from 40 m to 80 m, 120 m, and 477 

200 m pixel sizes, for which nk equals to 4, 9, and 25, respectively. We found that the average 478 

pixel-level AGB errors ( pix / pixAGB ) reduce from 54.1% (assuming both tree attributes and 479 

lidar metrics have errors) to 38.3%, 31.3%, and 23.9% when the resolution is 80 m (0.64 ha), 120 480 

m (1.44 ha), and 200 m (4 ha), respectively.  481 

Using either of the above approach, the final relative AGB prediction error ( pix / pixAGB ) is 482 

larger than 20% at 1 ha spatial scale. Several recent studies (Zolkos et al., 2013; Asner and 483 

Mascaro, 2014) stated that the uncertainty of lidar-based AGB mapping can reach 10% at the 1 484 
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ha spatial resolution. The divergent results between ours and those are not only related to our 485 

focus on African tropical forests but also because we are using a different approach for 486 

uncertainty analysis.  487 

4.5. Difference between our error analysis method and conventional ones 488 

A common practice to evaluate remotely sensed AGB prediction error is to set aside validation 489 

field plots or use cross-validation for accuracy assessment. Such methods are legitimate if the 490 

AGB of the validation plots are directly measured. Unfortunately, directly measuring tree AGB 491 

for forest plots is extremely labor-intensive and thus rarely carried out. It has been increasingly 492 

recognized that this is one of the main problems of conventional methods for characterizing 493 

AGB uncertainty (Clark and Kellner, 2012; Asner and Mascaro, 2014). Error propagation 494 

method (Chave et al., 2004; Gonzalez et al., 2010), as used in this study, represents a 495 

fundamentally different approach to characterize the errors of the remotely sensed AGB. If the 496 

conventional error assessment method using validation plots are considered to be retrospective, 497 

the error propagation method we are using is forward-looking. The key of the conventional error 498 

assessment method is the true AGB measurements of the validation field plots while the key of 499 

the error propagation method is the true AGB measurements of the trees used for developing the 500 

allometric method. So, it is impossible for us to propose our method if destructive tree AGB 501 

databases such as Chave14 were not released publicly.  502 

4.6. Impacts of plot-level AGB uncertainty on lidar-based AGB modeling and prediction 503 

In section 4.2, we showed that the plot-level AGB uncertainty is 19.5% when the plot-level AGB 504 

is upscaled from tree AGB values (for the case that all the tree-level errors related to allometric 505 
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model residuals, allometric model parameters, and tree measurements are considered). Unlike 506 

our approach (see Appendix 5), most previous studies did not consider the plot-level AGB 507 

uncertainty in remote sensing biomass modeling. If this type of error is not considered in our 508 

study, the relative AGB error related to the lidar-biomass model residuals ( , pix / pixAGB ) will 509 

be 41.94% instead of 47.9%; the total pixel-level relative AGB prediction error ( pix / pixAGB ) 510 

will be 48.7% instead of 54.1%. So, our study shows that the AGB estimation and prediction 511 

errors can be underestimated by a moderate amount if the plot-level AGB uncertainty is ignored 512 

in the lidar-biomass modeling.  513 

5. Conclusions 514 

The major contribution of this study is to introduce an analytical framework of characterizing 515 

AGB prediction errors by considering errors in the whole workflow of AGB mapping, including 516 

allometric model development, tree measurements, tree-level AGB prediction, plot-level AGB 517 

estimation, plot-level lidar-biomass model development, plot-level lidar metrics generation, and 518 

pixel-level AGB prediction. Our implementation of model development, for both allometric and 519 

lidar-biomass models, and error characterization using the Generalized Least Squares method is 520 

novel in that it enables us to estimate three important AGB prediction errors simultaneously: 1) 521 

errors related to model residuals, 2) errors related to predictors (tree measurements or lidar 522 

metrics), and 3) errors related to model parameters. Our method is not only useful for the remote 523 

sensing mapping community but also for researchers who use solely forest plots for AGB 524 

estimation (e.g., using large-area forest inventory plots for estimating mean AGB and its errors 525 

over an area). The application of our error analysis framework to tropical forests sites in Ghana 526 
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indicates that the AGB prediction error is larger than 20% at 1 ha spatial resolution, much larger 527 

than the 10% goal proposed in previous studies. This calls for more studies in AGB estimation 528 

and mapping over tropical forests in Africa. This study also highlights the importance of 529 

considering the plot-level AGB estimate uncertainty when field plots are used to calibrate remote 530 

sensing based biomass models. 531 
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Appendix: 536 

1. Basic formula 537 
For a function f with two predictors x and y, using first-order Taylor series expansion, we can 538 
calculate the variance of f caused by variance in x and y. 539 

22

var( ( , )) var( ) var( ) 2 cov( , )
f f f f

f x y x y x y
x y x y

     
    

        

    (A1)

 

540 

This equation has similar form if there are more than 2 predictors. 

541 

 

542 

The variance of the product of two variables x and y is: 543 
2 2var( ) ( ( )) var( ) ( ( )) var( ) var( ) var( )xy E x y E y x x y        (A2) 544 

 545 

2. Generalized Least Squares (GLS) method for model fitting 546 
Eqs. 3-7 can be solved iteratively as follows: 547 
1) Fit a nonlinear model for Eqs. 3 and 7 to obtain an initial estimate of the allometry model 548 

parameter, (0) , by assuming the residuals ,tree i are zero.  549 

2) Obtain an initial maximum likelihood estimate of the residual model parameter (0)  by 550 

minimizing the objective function Ltree: 551 
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     (A3) 552 

     where ntree is the number of trees that are used to develop the allometry model (for the Chave 553 

et al., 2014 database, ntree = 4004). After (0)  is obtained, it will be used along with (0)  in 554 

Eq. 6 to estimate the expected standard deviation of residuals 
(0)

, ,tree i  for every tree. 555 

3) Define a weight function 
iw  that is inversely related to 

(0)

, ,tree i  as follows:  556 

 2 2
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1 1
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w
f x  

          (A4) 557 

 and solve Eqs. 3 and 7 using the nonlinear weighted least squares method (Brown et al., 1989; 558 

Struz 2010) to get updated estimates of the parameter, (1) . The weighted least squares (WLS) 559 

method essentially assigns lower weights to the trees of larger AGB variance.  560 
4) Repeat steps 2) and 3) until convergence. The final estimated model parameters are denoted as 561 


 
and  .  562 

 563 

3. Standard error of predicted AGB mean   564 

The standard error 
,f tree  of the predicted AGB mean for trees of x measurements can be 565 

calculated from: 566 

2 2 2 2
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where the variance-covariance matrix cov( , )j k   ( , [1,2]j k ) characterize the errors of the 568 

parameters   and it is estimated from the sample data used for developing the allometry model: 569 
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        (A6) 570 

where n is the number of trees that are used to develop the allometry model, ( , )if x  is the 571 

allometric model with parameter  , 
iw is defined in Eq. A4, C is the pp (p = the number of 572 

allometry model parameters  , which is 2 in our case) square matrix with its element calculated 573 

as below,  574 
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575 

 576 
4. Error of predicting tree AGB when a tree has measurement errors in x 577 

When both errors 
f  and   considered, the AGB of a tree is: 578 

, ,( , )tree tree tree f tree fAGB f x                (A8) 579 

where both  and 
f  are independent standard random variables, so ( ) 0,var( ) 1E      and  580 

( ) 0,var( ) 1f fE    . 581 

 582 
The three terms at the right hand side of the above equation are independent, so we have 583 

(according to Eq. A1): 584 

, ,var( ) var( ( , )) var( ) var( )tree tree tree f tree fAGB f x              (A9)

 

585 

 586 

Note that, according to Eqs. A1 and A2, the second term 
,var( )tree    of the above equation is: 587 
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 589 

and the third term 
,var( )f tree f   is: 590 
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where 
,var( )f tree  is the variance of 

,f tree  caused by x errors.  592 

 593 
In sum, 594 
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 596 

var( ( , ))treef x  can be calculated as follows: 597 

Recall 22

1( , ) ( )treef x D H
   , and let 2k D H .  598 

Then, we have: 599 
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600 

where ()cor  is the correlation coefficient between two tree attributes, which was estimated from 601 

the Chave14 dataset. ,  ,  and D H    are the standard deviation of wood density, DBH, and 602 

tree height, respectively.  603 

 

604 

Since the equation of 
,f tree  is complicated (see Eq. A5), we chose Monte Carlo simulation to 605 

estimate this uncertainty. 606 
 607 

5. Revision of the GLS method for predicting plot-level biomass using lidar 

608 

To consider the uncertainty in ,plot jAGB  in the GLS method, we modified the objective function 609 

presented in Appendix A3 as follows: 610 
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where nplot is the number of field plots used for developing lidar-based biomass model (nplot = 36 613 

in our study). 614 
 615 
Compare Eqs. A3 and A14, and one will see that the difference is the addition of the term616 

,var( )plot jAGB , which is the uncertainty of ,plot jAGB . 617 

 618 

6. Equation for estimating ,f tree  caused by allometric model parameter errors  619 

The variance-covariance matrix of the estimated parameters of the allometric model are: 
620 

1 1 2

1 2 2

var( ) cov( , ) 2.4656e-06 -4.217e-06

-4.217e-06 7.7686e-06cov( , ) var( )
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The estimated parameters are: 1 0.0704  , 2 0.9701  . According to Eq. A5, we know that: 
 

623 
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Fig. 1 The study area (transects in the middle upper figure), lidar transects (left and right figures 888 

as examples), and 40 by 40 m field plots (see squares over the lidar transects as examples).  889 

  890 
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Fig. 2 Residuals of AGB fitted using an OLS approach that show heteroscedasticity.  891 
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Fig 3. Maps of lidar metrics, AGB, and errors. hmean and h20to25 are two lidar metrics. AGB is the 895 

mapped aboveground biomass, pix  is the pixel-level AGB error, , pix , ,f pix , and ,z pix are 896 

errors related to lidar-biomass model residuals, model parameters, and lidar metrics, respectively.  897 
 898 
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